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HAL is a multi-disciplinary open access archive for the deposit and dissemination of scientific research documents, whether they are published or not. The documents may come from teaching and research institutions in France or abroad, or from public or private research centers. L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. It i s well known t h a t the ultrasonic vibrations applied t o e i t h e r t h e source o r the absorber i n Hijssbauer experiments, influence t h e spectrum of the r a d i a t i o n passed, r e s u l t i n g i n a s p l i t t i n g of t h e original l i a e i n t o an i n f i n i t e s e r i e s of sidebands, spaced equidistantly a t multiples o f 3 , the frequency of t h e external perturbation [I] . This phenomenon can be described adequately e i t h e r from a wave point of view, i n terms of a frequency modulation of t h e photon wave, o r i n a corpuscular one -i n terms of creation and annihilation of phonons, which i n t e ra c t with t h e gamma-radiation f i e l d .
More complex i s the case, when the source i s a t r e s t , the radiation is passed through a resonant absorber, vibrating a t ultrasonic frequency, and a second absorber serves f o r analyzing the transmitt ed radiation. I n t h i s case 'the vibrating changes i t s absorption with a period comparable with the l i f e t i m e of t h e excited MSssbauer s t a t e , and it must change appreciably t h e spectral d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e emerging radiation. The experiments of Asher e t a1 [23 shows a similar s p l i t t i n g of the spectrum i n t h i s case. These autho r s e q l a i n the r e s u l t s using t h e o p t i c a l theorem applied t o the forward-scattered component of the radiation. However, t h e i r approach yields an i n f i n i t e s e t of coupled d i f f e r e n t i a l equations f o r t h e p a r t i a l amplitudes, which can be solved i n a few spec i a l cases, when t h e modulating absorber i s t h i n , i n particular. A t t h e same time, it i s obvious t h a t the expected e f f e c t must be increasing with the modulator thickness.
To avoid t h i s d i f f i c u l t y , one may use the theory, developed by Hamemesh [3] and Harris [4] f o r t h e transmission of t h e Ni5ss-
bauer radiation through a s t a t i o n a r y resonant medium. Thus, we aesume a modulator containing resonant nuclei, vibrating a t t h e same frequency, amplitude and phase.
Then, i n the modulator frame, the time dependence of the source radiation is: Here x = x . '~s the walenumber of t h e photon, A -the vibrating amplitude, and y describthe ptase of c r y s t a l vibrations a t t-0.
The Fourier tranaform of /I/ is:
Now, the spectrum of the emerging ra- The choice between /4/ and / 4 ' / is determined by convergence requirements for the sum over n.
Returning to the lab frame, we have: multiples of Xi . If d,-w,'=ll/i.e. no isomer shift between the source and the absorber/, the spectrum is symmetric with respect to do . If the modulator is at rest /~An0/, /6/ represents the self-absorption of the radiation in a thick stationary absorber, and if ~4 % spectrum is reduced to a natural width single Lorentaian, centered at d,.
Therefore, a region in amplitudes of the modulator vibration exsists, wherein the expected splitting effect is maximal, Numerical calculations indicate that this region is at ;xArI. [ 3 ] , Lynch,P.et al, Phys.Rev. =/1960/ 513. I43 . Harris ,S . , Phys .Rev. E/I960/ 1178.
